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Empowering�Young�Entrepreneurs�
at�Colleges and�Universities�Globally



TiE�University�is�a�program�of�TiE�global�with�the�
objective�of�fostering�entrepreneurship�among�
college�and�university�students.�It�brings�together�
college�students,�entrepreneurs,�investors�and�
institutions�on�one�common�platform�and�
facilitates�learning.�It�is�a�comprehensive�
ecosystem�of�stakeholders�from�the�
entrepreneurial�ecosystem�which�works�on�
enabling�campus�ideas�to�transform�into�viable�
businesses.�

The�TiE�University�program�enhances�college�
learning�with�mentoring�by�real�life�
entrepreneurs,�bootcamps,�workshops,�
internships,�local�and�global�networking�and�
access�to�funding�sources.��

The�program�helps�university�
startup�founders�and�teams�
successfully�launch�and�scale�their�
ventures�more�rapidly.



Open�to�students�
from�Universities�&�
Colleges�Worldwide�
via�the�Auspices�of�
Participating�TiE�
Chapters



ESTD:1992 -WORLD’S 
LARGEST NETWORK
OF ENTREPRENEURSGLOBAL

13000 
MEMBERS

2800+ 
CHARTER 
MEMBERS

61 
CHAPTERS

14 
COUNTRIES



GLOBAL

The�mission�of�TiE�is�to�foster�
entrepreneurship�through�mentoring,�
networking,�education,�funding�and�
incubation.�With�a�focus�of�giving�back�
to�the�community,�

TiEʼs�focus�is�on�generating�and�
nurturing�the�next�generation�of�
Entrepreneurs.



TiE�is�a�volunteer�
driven�organization.�
The�leadership�team�
consists�of�seasoned�
entrepreneurs�from�
across�the�globe,�on��a�
mission�to�pay�it�
forward...

Dr.�Paul�Lopez
TiE�Atlanta
Co-Chair

Subbu�Pericherla
TiE�Hyderabad
Co-Chair

Viiveck�Verma
TiE�Hyderabad
Co-Chair

Ravi�Puli
TiE�DC
Co-Chair

�Team

Gordon�Grant
TiE�Atlanta
Lead�-�Scoring

Pradeep�Yuvaraj
TiE�Coimbatore
Lead�-�PR

Mohini�Suchanti
TiE�Global
Program�Manager

Vijay�Menon
TiE�Global
Executive�Director
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GLOBAL Business HACKATHON
A�Global�Business�Hackathon�for�the�brightest�
minds�in�colleges�and�universities�worldwide

Participants:�University/College�students

Dates:�March�12-14
Where:�Virtual�Event

Expected� :�2000+students

Expected�cities:� 0+5

Platform:�SmartBridgeʼs�SmartInternz

Estimated�colleges 500+:�

https://www.thesmartbridge.com/
https://www.thesmartbridge.com/
https://smartinternz.com/
https://smartinternz.com/


It�is�a�3�day�intensive�event�preceded�by�mentoring�and�
workshops.�During�the�3�days,�the�teams�work�on�
problem�statements�and�come�up�with�innovative�
solutions.�The�hackathon�while�checking�the�problem�
solving�and�technical�skills�of�the�students�also�creates�a�
platform�for�them�to�learn�from�peers,�collaborate�with�
teams�from�other�countries�and�also�get�the�visibility�
required�to�garner�summer�internships�at�participating�
companies.�It�is�also�a�potential�fast�track�to�landing�job�
opportunities.�



Challenges (examples only)

TiE�Special�Interest�Groups(SIGʼs)�will�find�problem�statements�from�respective�domains
Smart�Bridge�team�will�help�convert�them�into�Hack�Challenges.

Healthcare Fintech Sustainable�Energy
and�Mobility�SIG

Education�SIG Hospitality�and
Tourism�SIG

Gaming�Media�and
Entertainment�SIG



Event Process Flow

Registration

Idea
Submission

Validation &
Acceptance

Prototype
/ PoC

Development

Review &
Acceptance

Final Presentation
(Top 30 Teams)

Top 3 Teams

Awards &
Certicates



Schedule - hackathon

Date Activity

15�Decʼ20

31�Janʼ21

01�-�21�Febʼ21�

01�-�07�Marʼ21

12�-�14�Marʼ21

Soft�Launch

Onboard�the�Chapters,�Finalize�Problem�Statements
from�SIGʼs�or�Industry�Partners,�Confirm�Sponsorships

Student�Registrations

Tech�Bootcamps�/�Entrepreneurship�Workshops�/
Mentoring

TiE�University�Global�Business�Hackathonʼ21



GLOBAL PITCH COMPEtiTION

A�pitch�competition�for�idea�stage�entrepreneurs�
as�well�as�operational�startups�based�out�of�
colleges�and�universities.

Dates:�Jan-May�2021�

Where:�Local�chapters/Virtual�Event

Expected� :�600+students

Expected�cities:�30+

Estimated�colleges 200+:�



In� the� past,� startups� with� one� to� five� founders� in� college� have�
participated.�Over�a�period�of�6�months,�the�teams�are�mentored�by�TiE�
members�and�ecosystem�partners,�undergo�a�wide�range�of�workshops�
on�topics�relating�to�business,�pitch�their�ideas�to�a�jury�at�the�local�level,�
and�if�selected,�compete�with�the�winning�teams�from�across�the�globe.�
The�winning�teams�get�cash�and�in-kind�prizes�worth�$100,000,�as�well�as�
the�opportunity�to�pitch�to�potential�investors.�





During�Q1,�TiE�chapters�will�engage�with�student�teams�who�wish�to�launch/scale�their�
new�venture.� �The�local�process�should�include�mentoring�by�real-world�entrepreneurs�
at�a�recommended�minimum�of�3�hours�per�month.��

Mentor/mentee�guidelines�are�available�at�the�end�of�this�document�in�the�Appendix:�

Chapters�are�empowered�to�offer�prizes/awards�at�their�discretion,�and�can�choose�to�
utilize�similar�judging�criteria�used�for�the�global�competition�or�make�modifications�as�
they�see�fit.� �Each�chapter�must�nominate�their�single�winning�team�to�represent�them�
for�the�TiE�Global�Pitchfest.��

The�nomination�deadline�is�March�31st�unless�a�specific�extension�of�2-3�weeks�has�been�
granted�to�complete�the�local�competition�to�pick�the�winner.���

During�Q2,�a�TiE-U�Global�Pitchfest�is�open�to�college�students�worldwide�for�a�business�
pitch� related� to� a�new�entrepreneurial� venture� to�be�presented/pitched�at� the� local�
chapter�level.� �The�guidelines�are�that�currently�enrolled�college�students�or�graduates�
during�the�prior�calendar�year�are�eligible�to�participate�at�the�local�level.� �Each�chapter�
can�then�nominate�its�best�team�to�represent�the�chapter�at�the�global�pitch�competition�
being�held�around�the�same�timing�as�TiEcon�Silicon�Valley.��

The�Global�Pitchfest�utilizes�a�combination�of�Business�Model�Canvas�weighted�at�10%,�
Business/Executive�Summary�weighted�at�10%�and�Pitch/Q&A�weighted�at�80%�to�make�
decisions�about�winning�teams.

Deadlines�will�be�provided�to�the�participating�student�teams�by�April�15th.� �Missed�
deadlines�for�general�information�or�gradable�documents�can�result�in�scores�as�low�as�
zero.��The�chapter�champions�should�help�follow�up�with�student�teams�to�ensure�they�

meet� all� deadlines.� � Missing� of� multiple� deadlines� or� participation� in� required�
educational�events�leading�up�to�the�competition,�as�well�as�a�lack�of�communications�
can�result�in�the�disqualification�of�the�team�from�the�competition.�
Pitches� and� Q&A� will� typically� run� for� 15� minutes� per� presenting� team,� and� the�
recommended�breakout�is�8-10�minutes�of�pitching,�followed�by�5-7�minutes�of�Q&A�by�
the�judges.

Depending�on�the�numbers�of�entries�by�college�teams,�qualifying�rounds�or�semi-finals�
can�be�held�to�pick�finalist�teams.� �For�example,�there�were�two�semi-final�tracks�with�
7+6�teams�during�2020,�out�of�which�7�teams�made�the�finals.

Judges�or� jury�members� should�be�objective�and�can�be� in�any�combination�of�TiE�
members�or�outsiders�such�as�VCs.� � It� is�recommended�that�qualitative�feedback�be�
provided�to�student�teams�to�help�them�on�their�entrepreneurial�journey�in�keeping�
with�the�mission�of�TiE-U.

Monetary�prizes�for�the�Pitchfestʼs�winning�teams�will�be�awarded,�as�well�as�in-kind�
prizes� (e.g.,� cloud� credits,� technology� and� startup� services,� etc.)� to� relevant� teams�
participating�in�the�TiE-U�Pitchfest�competition�which�also�offers�consulting�services,�
mentoring,�financial�guidance,�and�access�to�capital�and�customers.��

Student�teams�do�not�have�to�participate�in�the�global�hackathon�to�be�eligible�for�the�
pitch� competition.� � A� student� can� choose� to� participate� for� the� hackathon,� pitch�
competition�or�both.

In�the�first�year�of�joining,�an�individual�TiE�chapter�can�request�a�Buddy�Chapter�which�
has�participated�in�TiE-U�previously�to�assist�them�as�they�navigate�their�learning.��The�

GLOBAL PITCH COMPEtiTION - the gameplan



“buddy�system”�is�meant�to�be�a�loose�partnering�and�left�to�the�two�chapters�to�agree�
on�in�terms�of�the�level�of�communications,�length�of�time�as�buddies,�and�so�on.�

Documents�from�winning�teams�in�prior�years�will�be�shared�in�the�April�timeframe�with�
the� teams� that�participate� in� the�Pitchfest�Competiition� in� the� spirit� of� educational�
value.� �The�applicability�of�such�past�documents�is�left�to�the�student�teams�and�local�
mentors�to�extrapolate�to�the�business�being�launched.

All�chapters�are�expected�to�attend�the�monthly�and�bi-monthly�calls�facilitated�by�the�
global� team.� �Call� recordings�and� slides�are�made�available� soon�after� the�call,� and�
chapter�champions/teams�should�catch�up�within�a�few�days.� �When�asked,�chapters�
must�provide�complete�data�by�the�deadlines;�the�info�can�be�via�related�surveys,�inputs�
from�their�college�teams,�changes�at�the�chapter�level,�etc.���Inputs�will�be�via�uploads�to�
shared�folders�or�via�email,�and�deadlines�will�be�shared�via�email�and�the�periodic�calls�
for� worldwide� chapters.� � Best� practices� at� chapters� will� be� shared� to� encourage�
adoption�and�to�recognize�chapters�who�are�exemplary�in�the�TiE�system.���

Chapters�are�empowered�to�charge�fees�of�colleges�and�sponsors/partners�based�on�
the�value�proposition�they�create.� �While�it�is�recommended�to�make�fees�free�or�low�
enough�so�they�are�not�a�barrier�for�current�students�to�participate,�these�decisions�are�
left�to�the�chapter�to�determine.��The�philosophy�is�in�keeping�with�the�guidelines�for�all�
fees�at�a�chapter�level�and�the�related�agreement�already�in�place�with�TiE�Global.

Corporate�internships�are�contemplated�for�summer�2021�or�other�timeframes�to�match�
TiE-U� student� participants� and� companies� in� the� TiE� ecosystem.� � It� is� up� to� the�
companies�to�interview�and�choose�“best�fit”�student�candidates�and�make�direct�offers�
for�paid�or�unpaid�internships.

An�alumni�ecosystem�for�TiE-U�participants�is�underway�with�specifics�to�be�launched�
in�the�first�half�of�2021.� �Platforms�including�LinkedIn�Groups�and�Startup�Tribes�are�
being�evaluated.

It� is� recommended� that�participants� in�TiE-U�program�can�be�considered� for�any�
relevant�chapter�and�regional�offerings.���This�can�include�monthly�meetings,�TiEcon�
events,�Angels�pitches,�education�and�mentoring�programs,�and�so�on.� �Leading�up�
to�and� following�specific�offerings,�chapters�may�offer�student� teams�and� faculty�
advisors� access� to� local� TiE� and� community�partner� resources�on� a�partial� or� full�
scholarship�basis.��

Investment� opportunities� and� network�with� angels� and� VCs� are� left� to� the� local�
chapters�or�regional�programs�such�as�TiE�Global�Angels�or�TiE�India�Angels�Network,�
provided�student�teams�meet�the�thesis�and�criteria�of�those�groups.��
Wherever� appropriate,� partnering� with� other� TiE� programs� is� encouraged.� � In�
addition�to�the�Angels�program,�other�examples�of�cross-partnerships�are�with�TiE�
Young�Entrepreneurs� for�high�school�students,�TiE�Women,�TiE�Access� for�under-
represented� founders,� focused� programs� for� minorities� and� underpriveledged�
communities,�as�well�as� the�myriad�of�TiE�and�partner�offerings�at� the� local� level�
should� be� considered� to� strengthen� the� entrepreneurial� ecosystem� locally� and�
globally.

GLOBAL PITCH COMPEtiTION - the gameplan



Schedule - pitch competition

Date Activity

Dec-Jan

Feb�2021

April

March

May�6th�-�8th�

Team�Formation

Chapter�level�mentoring

Chapter�Level�Winner�selected

Startup�Bootcamp�&�TiECon�Silicon�Valley

Mentoring�of�winning�team�|�Entrepreneurship�Workshops

May�15th� Global�Semi-finals

May�16th� Global�Finals



TYE U connected us with two great coaches that helped us immensely with our pitch and business plan and 
who will now be lifelong contacts. These kinds of important and helpful contacts are invaluable to starting a 
business. Through their help and the help of judges, we also refined our idea so that we will be able to more 
effectively develop and market it.

The TYE University experience forced us to scrutinize the weak parts of our original plan, such as beginning 
with manufacturing rather than licensing our technology to the manufacturers themselves. Our mentors 
guided our business model to be direct and more easily explained than it had been prior. With this guidance, 
we have made networking connections that eventually brought us to a potential client ready to contract us for 
testing of our technology with their product. Thanks to the funding from the TYE University 
Entrepreneurship Competition, we can now afford chemical reagents to continue testing on our technology, 
and we expect to have a functioning prototype by the end of the summer!

Thanks to the progress we made in the Ti:ger program we are all enrolled in at Georgia Tech and Emory 
University School of Law, we had already completed a great deal of customer discovery and produced a viable 
prototype by the time we entered the TYE University start-up competition. Accordingly, we knew what market 
we wanted to be in, how we were going to get there, and had already began developing relationships with 
future customers. Where our TYE University experience made the biggest impact was in how we got to the 
heart of our value propositions. Thanks to the caliber of people TYE University brings together, we met a 
number of professionals familiar with the markets we were investigating and they recognized values in our 
product that we had not discovered. Prior to participating in the TYE University competition, we were 
focused on the reduction in cost per unit and the increase in performance that our product offered. However, 
one of our coaches told us that the true value is in the nearly double life-span our product offered. We learned 
that the increase in the lifespan of an LED offered by our product translated to a reduction in the total cost of 
ownership of one maintenance cycle. For industrial end users, replacing lights is very labor intensive and 
expensive. Therefore, we learned to focus on the reduction in total cost of maintenance. While our ultimate 
customers are LED manufacturers, the additional value proposition we learned as a result of participating 
in the TYE University program has been a great way of demonstrating the value of our product.



PARTICIPANT�SPEAK�-�Testimonials

“TYE University competition has taught me to think critically 

about starting a business and the kind of resources (both monetary 

and human) that is needed to take it to the next level. This 

competition is also a great place to get mentorship and feedback 

(although sometimes quite honestly brutal) and really vet out your 

ideas about your startup or potential startup. This was also a 

great team bonding experience and excellent opportunity to see 

and hear about what other successful entrepreneurs such as Dr. 

Jay Yadav, Jeff Sprecher, John Marshall, Alan Dabbiere, and 

Laurie Ann Goldman have to say about their past failures that 

has brought them to their triumphs today."



“I am grateful for the experience I received at the TYE U business 

plan competition. I started the business as a project in the Coles 

College of Business entrepreneurship program at Kennesaw State 

University. I didn't really expect it to become an actual business. 

While preparing for the business plan competition, I was able to 

soft launch the business and test my market. The preparation for 

the business plan competition helped me see what areas of my 

business I needed to adjust.  At the competition, I received honest, 

real world suggestions and critiques by real entrepreneurs that 

assisted me with restructuring my business and to consider other 

ways of generating revenue. I implemented everything that was 

suggested.  As a result, I was able to increase my annual revenues 

by 150%! Thanks TYE U!"



“The TYE University Business Plan Competition and TiECON 

were fun and inspiring for so many reasons!  The competition 

provided an opportunity to meet with and learn from the 

experiences of dozens of successful entrepreneurs and to receive 

valuable feedback from them.  Their advice and perspectives 

helped our team recognize the key targets we needed to hit and the 

hidden pitfalls we needed to avoid.  The conference was filled with 

excellent panel discussions and presentations -- stories of 

entrepreneurs making creative pivots, persevering through hard 

times, and learning from failures.  TiE has cultivated a 

community and a mentorship network that are great assets to 

entrepreneurs, and I am grateful to be a part of it!”

PARTICIPANT�SPEAK�-�Testimonials



2019

19�Chapters
5�Countries

Highlights

Visit�to�
Silicon�valley
for�winners

2020

13�Chapters
5�Countries

Highlights

Completely
Virtual�event

2021�

30�Chapters�(E)
7�Countries�(E)

Highlights

Hackathon�
introduced

The�story�so�far...

In�December�2018,�TiE�Global�launched�a�concerted�effort�to�
hold�a�global�pitch�competition�in�conjunction�with�TiEcon�
Silicon�Valley�in�May�2019.��

The�inaugural�program�(TiE-U�1.0)�had�student�teams�
representing�19�chapters�from�Canada,�USA,�UAE,�Pakistan�
and�India�with�a�hybrid�model�of�a�50/50�split�of�teams�
being�present�in�California�and�some�being�virtual�in�May�
2019.��

During�2020�due�to�the�pandemic,�TiE�2.0�evolved�into�a�
100%�virtual�program�with�participants�from�13�chapters�
across�5�countries�(Israel�replaced�Pakistan�in�2019)�and�
included�workshops,�startup�bootcamps,�TiE�Global�Summit,�
and�related�programs�by�including�college�startups.��

TiE�University�Timeline



The�TiE-U�message�can�also�be�of�value�to�partners�and�sponsors�such�as�the�
following,�plus�others�who�view�entrepreneurship�education�as�a�common�goal�

towards�societal�improvements:

Corporates�‒�small/medium,�national�and�multi-national�in�nature
Foundations�with�similar�mission�and�values

Government�agencies�at�any�jurisdictional�level



Relevance�and�outreach�to:

¥ Charter�members/mentors

¥ Undergrad,�graduate�and�post-doc�

students�currently�enrolled�or�recent�

graduates

¥ Corporates�-�small/medium�

enterprises,�as�well�as�those�which�are�

national�and�multi-national�in�nature

Whatʼs�in�it?���For�TiE�Chapters



Whatʼs�in�it?���For�Students

Students� currently� enrolled� � in� an� undergraduate� or�
graduate�program,�plus� recent�graduates�during�the� last�
two� years� or� alumni� of� TiE� University� programs� at�
chapter/global�level:

¥ Free�education�through�bootcamps�and�

workshops

¥ Prizes�and�awards�‒�cash,�in-kind,�

internships,�etc.

¥ Networking�opportunities

¥ Resume�building�through�participation�

certificates



Scholarships�for��
Student�

Memberships�to�TiE

Global�
Hackathon

Workshops�on�
Entrepreneurship

Network�with�Top�
Entrepreneurs

Access�to�
Internships�

Unlimited�
Mentoring/
Coaching

Startup�
Bootcamps

Speakers�and�
Seminars�Locally�
and�Globally

Big�Prize�Money�
and�In-kind�Awards�

to�be�Won

09
BENEFITS



Student Benefits - HACKATHON

Tech
Bootcamps

Entrepreneurship
Workshops

Mentoring
by�Experts

Student
Developer�Pack

Remote
Internships

Exciting
Awards

Industry
Grants

Global
Visibility

�(USD�500+�worth�of�Student�Developer�Pack)

Many More…



Whatʼs�in�it?���For�Sponsors

¥ Solve�problems�in�innovative�manner

¥ Brilliant/motivated�students

¥ Cost�effective�solutions

¥ Global� talent� pool� of� interns� and�

recruits�

¥ Access�to�TiE�members

¥ Global�Visibility

¥ Leverage� TiE� Universityʼs� digital�

outreach



The�invaluable�opportunity
to�contribute�to�future�
entrepreneurs�and�

value�creators,
and,�

enabling�young
University�students�

to�gain�global�exposure

G L O B A L H A C K A T H O N

Whatʼs�in�it?���For�Sponsors



For�further�details,�email�us�
university@tie.org

Dr.�Paul�Lopez
TiE�Atlanta
plopezpi@outlook.com
+1�404�643�7400

Ravi�Puli
TiE�DC
ravi.puli@isgit.com
+1�703�582�6182

Americas�&�Europe

Subbu�Pericherla
TiE�Hyderabad
subbu@crossborders.in
+91�967�677�7277

Viiveck�Verma
TiE�Hyderabad
viiveckverma@gmail.com
+91-994�999�6254

Asia,�Africa�&�Australia

Vijay�Menon
ED,�TiE�Global
vijay@tie.org�
+1�650�898�9249

Mohini�Suchanti
TiE�Global
mohini@tie.org�
+1�(408)�406-0160

Worldwide



TiE�UNIVERSITY�ON�THE�WWW

www.tieuniversity.org

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tie-university/
https://twitter.com/tie_university
https://www.facebook.com/TiE_UNIVERSITY-105143001436010
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC37J_DWSrEDoJmnz_ABN_tg
https://www.instagram.com/tie_university/


the FUTURE 
is ready TO
SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEMS,

TODAY!

COME, BE A
PART OF 

Tie university
today!

HARNESS
THE BRAIN 
POWER OF

TOMORROW,
TODAY!
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Dharti
Desai
TiE�New�York�&�Bodhi�Capital

New�York,�USA

Kumar
Sripadam
Elevate�Capital

Hyderabad,�India

Craig
Abbott
CWA�Advisors
New�York,�USa

Doc
Parghi
SRI�Capital
Philadelphia,�USA

Priya
Rajan
Silicon�Valley�Bank
Silicon�Valley,�USA

Radhika
Iyengar-Emans
Starchain�Ventures
Silicon�Valley,�USa

Rakesh
Bhatia
The�CapitalNet
Hyderabad,�India

Rama�Devi
Kanneganti
ALEAP�We-Hub
Hyderabad,�India

Venkat
Vallabhaneni
Inflexor�Ventures
India

Thejo

Kote
Airbase
Silicon�Valley,�USA

Sonia
Weymuller
Venture�Souq
Dubai,�UAE

Past�Jury�Members



WHAT WHERE WHEN NOTES

TIE�UNIVERSITY�
HACKATHON

TIE�GLOBAL�
PITCHFEST

Fees�for�
College�Students

Internships

Alumni�Program

Access�to
TiE�Programs

Typically�free

Remote�and�local

Networking�locally,�
nationally�and�globally

Locally�and�globally

Virtual�competition�at�
local�TiE�chapter,�followed�
by�global�competition�

Virtual�using�
SmartInternz�platform

Q1�
(Feb-March)

Q1-2�
(Feb-May)

NA

Summer

Q3�onwards

On-going

Solve�biz�challenges�from�sponsor�
companies�for�cash�and�in-kind�awards

Get�mentored�to�pitch�your�startup�to�
investors�locally�and�to�Silicon�Valley�

Decided�by�TiE�chapters�through�
scholarships�offered�to�students

Interviews�available�for�participating�
students�and�companies�for�internships

Platform�to�be�announced�by�Q2

Chapters�can�offer�discounted�or�free�
memberships�to�college�students

�2021�ROADMAP�AT�A�GLANCE



BRINGING ADDED VALUE

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Connect with young members / 

startups in your region to build the 
next generation of entrepreneurs

CHARTER MEMBERS
Engage Charter Members who 

want to give back to mentor 
college students

CHAPTERS & COLLEGES
Chapters connect with quality 

universities in the region

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

CHARTER
MEMBERS

CHAPTERS�&
COLLEGES



The�overall�role�of�the�mentor�is�to�enhance�learning�and�foster�entrepreneurship�by�the�
university�student�team�members.��The�mentor�does�so�by�guiding�the�team�as�they�develop�
their�startup�so�they�aspire�to�become�or�grow�as�entrepreneurs.��The�mentor�provides�real-
world�experience�at�no�charge�for�the�team�to�help�mentor�and�guide�them�as�they�prepare�
for�the�TiE�University�Pitchfest�in�September�2020.

While�the�schedule�should�be�mutually�agreed�upon�between�the�team�and�mentor,�a�“rule�
of�thumb”�is�to�meet�typically�once�a�week�for�60�minutes�to�help�with�any�insights�that�the�
mentor� may� have.� � The� mentoring� can� be� focused� on� the� three� scored� items� for� the�
competition,�in�addition�to�the�overall�goal�of�fostering�entrepreneurship�within�the�student�
team:
o� The�Business�Model�Canvas/BMC�@�10%�
o� The�Business�Plan�Summary/BMS�@�10%�
o� The�Competition�“Pitch�and�Q&A”�@�80%��

Be�familiar�with�the�information�about�the�competition,�including�the�deadlines�the�team�
must�meet�for�the�competition�and�review�drafts�and�final�materials�the�team�prepares�so�
the�team�puts�its�“best�foot�forward”�at�all�times.

Review�the�teamʼs�pitch�video�submitted�for�competition�so�that�it�is�crisp�and�professional,�
contains�the�right�information,�and�is�concise�enough�for�a�10-minute�time�slot.

Help� the� team�practice� for� possible� questions� from� the� judges�with� impactful� answers.��
Review�backup�materials�that�might�be�useful�during�the�Q&A�session.��Note�that�beyond�the�
10�minutes�of�presentation,�the�judges�have�an�additional�5�minutes�of�Q&A�time�with�each�
team�during�the�Qualifying�Round.

In� summary,� assist� in� making� the� competition� a� real-world� learning� experience� that�
advances�the�team�on�their�entrepreneurship�journey!

tie-u mentor role



It�is�important�that�guidelines�are�established�in�the�first�meeting,�so�that�the�team�mentees�
and�Mentor�are�both�aware�of�each�otherʼs�expectations�during�the�mentoring�process.� �At�
the�initial�meeting�they�should�agree:�-�

On� what� they� want� to� achieve� through� their� relationship� (beyond� doing� well� in� the�
competition)

To�set�the�boundaries�of�the�relationship,�for�example,�whether�you�can�contact�your�Mentor�
by�email�whenever�you�want�to�‒�whether�phone�calls�should�be�limited�to�certain�days�or�
hours,�etc.� �Planning�and�outlining�the�relationship� in�a�document/email� is�often�key�to�
having�a�great�experience�on�both�sides.

If�either�party�is�in�any�way�unhappy�with�how�the�relationship�is�going,�they�are�encouraged�
to�contact�the� local�TiE�Chapter�Champion�immediately.�All�efforts�will� then�be�made�to�
resolve�the�problem,�and�if�necessary,�propose�that�a�different�Mentor�be�assigned�to�the�
team.��Sometimes,�adding�a�second�mentor�could�be�a�solution�to�get�additional�viewpoints�
rather�than�change�out�the�mentor.��

tie-u mentoring guidelines



Some�basic�guidelines�have�been�developed�to�protect�the�participation�of�our�mentors�and�
team�members.��All�participant�adhere�to�these�guidelines,�though�these�are�not�intended�to�
be�all�inclusive�nor�firm�rules.

Team�members�should�share�all�relevant�TiE�University�materials�with�the�mentor�in�a�timely�
manner.��Make�it�easy�for�the�mentor�to�help�the�team!��

Teams�must�be�prepared�for�the�meeting�with�past�action�items,�presentations,�slides,�and�
other�documents�that�the�Mentor�needs�to�provide�the�necessary�feedback.

Be�professional.�Be�courteous.�Be�on�time.�Make�every�time�a�learning�experience!

Recommend�that�all�are�in�appropriate�attire�as�if�the�meeting�was�in�person.

Limit�the�meeting�to�the�agreed�upon�time,�unless�specified�otherwise�at�the�start.

Respond�to�emails�within�1-2�business�days�(applies�both�ways)

Do�not�solicit�mentors�for�funding;�if�they�are�interested�in�funding�your�business,�they�will�let�
you�know.��These�discussions�are�best�left�to�post-competition�when�the�mentor�and�team�
can�mutually�choose�to�continue�their�relationship�on�a�win/win�basis.��

Do�not�solicit�the�mentor�for�other�business�opportunities�including�jobs�or�internships;�If�
they�are�interested,�they�will�let�you�know.

NOTE: TiE Global reserves the right, at their discretion, to change or alter the TiE University program and 
guidelines in keeping with the mission to enhance learning and foster entrepreneurship.

tie-u mentoring 
“rules of the road”



OPPORTUNITY�
ASSESSMENT

10%

VALUE�
PROPOSITION

15%

OPERATIONAL�&
MANAGEMENT
CREDIBILITY

10%

SUCCESS
VIABILITY

20%

FINANCIAL
UNDERSTANDING

15%

BUSINESS�
MODEL
CANVAS
10%

BUSINESS�
PLAN�

SUMMARY
10%

PRESENTATION�DELIVERY�
EFFECTIVENESS�-�15%

JUDGING�CRITERIA-PITCH�COMPETITION



PAST EDITION SPONSORS



PAST EDITION ORGANISING PARTNERS

Presentation�Matters



OUR�PROMO�MATERIALS
available on

bit.ly/tieupromos














